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(1) Introduction

All local authorities must make proper provision for internal audit in line with the 1972 Local 
Government Act (S151) and the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015. The latter states that 
a relevant authority “must undertake an effective internal audit to evaluate the effectiveness 
of its risk management, control and governance processes, taking into account public sector 
internal auditing standards or guidance”. The Internal Audit Service is provided by Audit Risk 
Assurance under a Shared Service agreement between Gloucestershire County Council, 
Stroud District Council and Gloucester City Council and carries out the work required to 
satisfy this legislative requirement and reports its findings and conclusions to management 
and to this Committee.

The guidance accompanying the Regulations recognises the Public Sector Internal Audit 
Standards 2017 (PSIAS) as representing “proper internal audit practices”. The standards 
define the way in which the Internal Audit Service should be established and undertakes its 
functions. 

(2) Responsibilities 

Management are responsible for establishing and maintaining appropriate risk management 
processes, control systems (financial and non financial) and governance arrangements. 

Internal Audit plays a key role in providing independent assurance and advising the 
organisation that these arrangements are in place and operating effectively.

Internal Audit is not the only source of assurance for the Council. There are a range of 
external audit and inspection agencies as well as management processes which also 
provide assurance and these are set out in the Council’s Code of Corporate Governance 
and its Annual Governance Statement.  

(3) Purpose of this Report

One of the key requirements of the standards is that the Chief Internal Auditor should 
provide progress reports on internal audit activity to those charged with governance. This 
report summarises:

 The progress against the 2018/19 Internal Audit Programme, including the 
assurance opinions on the effectiveness of risk management and control processes;

 The outcomes of the Internal Audit activity during the period January to March 2019; 
and

 Special investigations/counter fraud activity.
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(4) Progress against the 2018/19 Internal Audit Programme, including the 
assurance opinions on risk and control

The schedule provided at Appendix 1 provides the summary of 2018/19 audits which have 
not previously been reported to the Audit and Governance Committee.

The schedule provided at Appendix 2 contains a list of all of the audit activity undertaken 
during 2018/19, which includes, where relevant, the assurance opinions on the effectiveness 
of risk management arrangements and control processes in place to manage those risks and 
the dates where a summary of the activities outcomes has been presented to the Audit and 
Governance Committee. Explanations of the meaning of these opinions are shown below. 

Assurance 
Levels

Risk Identification Maturity Control Environment

Substantial Risk Managed
Service area fully aware of the risks relating 
to the area under review and the impact that 
these may have on service delivery, other 
service areas, finance, reputation, legal, the 
environment, client/customer/partners, and 
staff.  All key risks are accurately reported 
and monitored in line with the Corporate Risk 
Management Strategy. 

 System Adequacy – 
Robust framework of 
controls ensures that there 
is a high likelihood of 
objectives being achieved

 Control Application – 
Controls are applied 
continuously or with minor 
lapses

Satisfactory Risk Aware
Service area has an awareness of the risks 
relating to the area under review and the 
impact that these may have on service 
delivery, other service areas, finance, 
reputation, legal, the environment, 
client/customer/partners, and staff, however 
some key risks are not being accurately 
reported and monitored in line with the 
Corporate Risk Management Strategy.

 System Adequacy – 
Sufficient framework of 
key controls for objectives 
to be achieved but, control 
framework could be 
stronger

 Control Application – 
Controls are applied but 
with some lapses

Limited Risk Naïve 
Due to an absence of accurately and 
regularly reporting and monitoring of the 
key risks in line with the Corporate Risk 
Management Strategy, the service area 
has not demonstrated an satisfactory 
awareness of the risks relating to the area 
under review and the impact that these 
may have on service delivery, other 
service areas, finance, reputation, legal, 
the environment, client/customer/partners 
and staff.  

 System Adequacy – Risk 
of objectives not being 
achieved due to the 
absence of key internal 
controls

 Control Application – 
Significant breakdown in 
the application of 
control
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(4a) Summary of Internal Audit Assurance Opinions on Risk and Control

The pie charts provided below show the summary of the risk and control assurance opinions 
provided within each category of opinion i.e. substantial, satisfactory and limited in relation to 
the audit activity undertaken during the period April 2018 to March 2019.

The contributing factor to the high limited assurance percentage in the above charts is due to 
a number of the GFRS audit reports having a limited assurance opinion on risk and control.
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Please be advised that accompanying this progress report, the findings / outcomes in 
respect of the GFRS activity during this period can be found within the separate GFRS 
Investigation Action Plan report, which has been presented to the Committee on 25th April 
2019.

(4b) Limited Control Assurance Opinions 

Where audit activity records that a limited assurance opinion on control has been provided, 
the Audit and Governance Committee may request Senior Management attendance to the 
next meeting of the Committee to provide an update as to their actions taken to address the 
risks and associated recommendations identified by Internal Audit. 

(4c) Audit Activity where a Limited Assurance Opinion has been provided on 
Control

During the period January to March 2019, six limited assurance opinions on control have 
been provided on completed audits from the 2018/19 Internal Audit Plan. These relate to 
Youth Service – Care Leaving Service, GFRS Procurement Cards, GFRS Maintenance and 
Stores, GFRS HR and Payroll – Recruitment, GFRS HR and Payroll – Progression and 
GFRS Gifts and Hospitality and Declarations of Interest.

It is important to note that whilst limited assurance opinions have been provided, 
management have responded positively to the recommendations made and actions are 
being taken to address them.

In addition, where a limited assurance opinion is given, a follow up audit is undertaken to 
provide assurance that the agreed actions have been implemented by management. 

(4d) Satisfactory Control Assurance Opinions

Where audit activity records that a satisfactory assurance opinion on control has been 
provided, where recommendations have been made to reflect some improvements in 
control, the Committee can take assurance that improvement actions have been agreed with 
management to address these. 

(4e) Internal Audit Recommendations

During the period January to March 2019 Internal Audit made, in total, 54 recommendations 
to improve the control environment, 37 of these being high priority recommendations (100% 
of these being accepted by management) and 17 being medium priority recommendations 
(100% accepted by management). 

The Committee can take assurance that all high priority recommendations will remain under 
review by Internal Audit, by obtaining regular management updates, until the required action 
has been fully completed. 

(4f) Risk Assurance Opinions

During the period January to March 2019, three limited assurance opinions on risk have 
been provided on completed audits from the 2018/19 Internal Audit Plan. 
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These relate to GFRS Procurement Cards, GFRS HR and Payroll – Progression and GFRS 
Gifts and Hospitality and Declarations of Interest. 

Completed Internal Audit Activity during the period January to March 2019

Summary of Limited Assurance Opinions on Control

Service Area: Children and Families

Audit Activity: Youth Service - Care Leaving Service

Background
A care leaver is defined as a person aged between 16 and 25, who has been looked after by 
a local authority for at least 13 weeks since the age of 14 and who was looked after by the 
local authority at school-leaving age or after that date. Such care could be in foster care, 
residential care (mainly children’s homes), or other arrangements outside the immediate or 
extended family.

The Care Leavers (England) Regulations 2010 specify that a Pathway Plan must be 
prepared as soon as possible after the assessment of needs and must be recorded in 
writing.  The local authority must review the Pathway Plan at least every six months and any 
changes must be recorded in writing.

Scope
This audit reviewed a sample of care leavers to ensure that plans are in place, that they 
have a clear pathway mapped out and that the plans are being reviewed and amended as 
necessary.

Risk Assurance – Satisfactory

Control Assurance – Limited

Key Findings
A sample of 24 care leavers (7% of the population as at 25/09/2018) was randomly selected 
for testing and the records for each were reviewed in LiquidLogic (Children’s Case 
Management System).  The results were varied and contained the following anomalies: 

 The care leaver was over 25 and their case should have been closed:    1

 Pathway Plans overdue:    2

 Pathway Plan sign-off dated as prior years:    3

 Review Involvement Forms incomplete:    2

 Summary page on LiquidLogic not updated:    13
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As part of the audit scope, the auditor conducted 1:1 meetings with two care leavers who are 
employed by the council as ambassadors on zero hours contracts.  General feedback from 
those meetings was included in the audit report and the specific issues have been reported 
separately to the Director of Children’s Services for appropriate action to be taken.

The service has taken part in and utilised the outputs from a survey of care leavers across 
the South West, entitled ‘Bright Spots’, which was undertaken by the Coram Voice charity 
and Bristol University in March 2018.  Further surveys are to be conducted annually in order 
to compile benchmarking data and trend analysis. The survey was confidential, meaning the 
leaving care service received a summary of generalised comments from care leavers in 
Gloucestershire on topics, rather than from individual care leavers.  Despite this, the service 
has nevertheless been able to utilise the outcomes of the survey as part of Pathway 
Planning with care leavers and produce a programme of actions and commitments for 
improving the service they provide for care leavers, children and young people.

Conclusion
The service is endeavouring to provide as much support to care leavers as possible by 
producing Pathway Plans that are relevant and tailored to care leaver needs.  However, the 
testing of a random sample of care leavers found that, in some cases, the record-keeping in 
LiquidLogic has not been robust.  Whilst that is partly due to the logistics and levels of 
training to fully utilise the benefits of such a system, there were also clear oversights and 
delays in Pathway Planning.  These gaps were corrected after being identified as part of the 
audit.

The 2018 Bright Spots survey provided feedback from care leavers and this identified that 
there were some topic areas where the care leavers are not receiving the help they need.  
An action plan has been created to ensure that as many of the issues raised are alleviated 
as soon as possible.

A positive development is that all leaving care workers now have smart phones and laptops 
that, amongst other things, will make it easier for them to update LiquidLogic following 
meetings with, or information received from, the care leavers.

Management Actions
Three high priority recommendations were raised within the report – focusing on staff 
training, regular monitoring by management (including consideration of business continuity 
arrangements for staff turnover) and appropriate management, monitoring and report to 
senior management of the Bright Spots commitments to ensure action progression. 
Management have responded positively to the recommendations made within the report.
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Summary of Satisfactory Assurance Opinions on Control

Service Area: Strategic Finance

Audit Activity: Retrospective Orders Limited Assurance Follow-up

Background
The Council’s Financial Regulations and Accounting Instruction 1 require that all orders 
should be placed in advance of receipt of the relevant goods/service, unless the expenditure 
type is stated within the agreed exception list or the expenditure is part of a recurring 
contract or purchased through petty cash or via a purchase card. During 2016/17, Internal 
Audit undertook a review to determine if the use of retrospective orders were compliant with 
Accounting Instruction 1.

The review in 2016/17 established that retrospective orders were occurring more frequently 
across Gloucestershire County Council (GCC). Internal Audit sample testing showed 92% 
non-compliance with GCC policy. The findings emanating from the review resulted in a 
limited assurance opinion being given in respect of both risk identification and the control 
environment.

A project group consisting of staff from Strategic Finance, the Business Service Centre 
(BSC), Communications, Commercial Services and Planning, Performance and Change is 
aiming to re-engineer the purchasing and payment cycle within the Council to address the 
issues identified within the 2016/17 audit as well as wider issues not within scope of the 
previous audit.

Scope
The purpose of this audit was to ensure the project group implementing changes to the 
purchasing system covered the recommendations raised as part of the 2016/17 
retrospective orders audit.

Risk Assurance – Satisfactory

Control Assurance – Satisfactory

Key Findings
Two recommendations were made by Internal Audit and agreed by management in the 
original report which covered the following areas:

 Additional/refresher training for new and existing Budget Holders; 

 The re-introduction of regular central monitoring of retrospective orders to identify 
service areas/Budget Holders who are responsible for non-compliant retrospective 
orders and complete appropriate action;

 Update and re-communication of Accounting Instruction 1; and
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 Accounting Instruction 1 to be updated to ensure appropriate up to date content, 
including working hyperlinks where necessary and the latest version of the exception 
list.  

In recognition of the control weaknesses within the current purchasing processes, the No 
Purchase Order No Pay project team consisting of officers from Strategic Finance, BSC, 
Planning Performance and Change, Communications and Commercial Services has been 
formed to redesign the way in which purchases are transacted within the Council. Whilst the 
project has a much wider impact than retrospective orders the outcomes will include the two 
recommendations raised within the 2016/17 Retrospective Orders audit.

Internal Audit reviewed the agreed project plan and confirmed that both recommendations 
raised from the 2016/17 audit are intended to be covered as part of the project. The intention 
of the project is to remove the ability for service areas to use retrospective orders as a 
payment method and therefore vastly reduce the quantity of retrospective orders throughout 
the Council, minimising the Council’s risk exposure of financial loss. Once the new 
procedures have been embedded, training to budget holders is planned to be conducted to 
ensure that the new process is fully understood.

Although it is recognised that changes to Accounting Instruction 1 are planned as part of the 
project, Internal Audit found that currently Accounting Instruction 1 does not reflect 
purchasing limits as defined within the Council’s Constitution. This should be updated as 
soon as possible in the interim to ensure there is consistency between the Council’s 
Constitution on purchasing and Accounting Instructions.

Conclusion
Strategic Finance have responded positively to the recommendations raised within the 
original audit report and are working with other key departments to re-engineer the current 
purchasing processes to dramatically overhaul the control environment. The outcomes of the 
project aim to eliminate / reduce the quantity of retrospective orders throughout the Council 
and therefore minimise the Council’s risk exposure from non-complaint methods of 
purchasing. 

Internal Audit has provided satisfactory assurance at this time on the basis that all 
recommendations have been accepted by management and steps have been taken to 
address the recommendations, although final implementation has yet to take place. In 
particular however Accounting Instruction 1, in respect of purchasing limits, should be 
updated immediately to reflect those limits quoted within the Constitution. This and other 
aspects of the recommendations will need to be followed up to ensure that actions are fully 
implemented as intended within the timescales as identified by the project board.

Management Actions
Management have responded positively to the report and Accounting Instruction 1 is being 
updated to bring it in line with the Constitution.
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Service Area: Strategic Finance

Audit Activity: IR35 Off-Payroll Working through an Intermediary

Background
IR35 is tax legislation that is designed to combat tax avoidance by workers who provide their 
services to clients via an intermediary, such as a limited company, but who could otherwise 
be classed as an employee if the intermediary was not used. Such workers are referred to 
as 'disguised employees' by Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs (HMRC).

The Council is responsible for determining IR35 status when procuring services and if the 
rules do apply must ensure that tax and Class 1 National Insurance (NI) contributions are 
deducted at source. If any such persons are paid through agencies it still remains the 
responsibility of the Council, as the client, to determine IR35 status and ensure that the 
agency is aware that tax and NI must be deducted at source.

Scope
To review the systems, policies and procedures in place to ensure that new and existing off-
payroll workers are identified and assessed against IR35 requirements.

Risk Assurance – Satisfactory

Control Assurance – Satisfactory

Key Findings
Accounting Instruction 17 outlines that all employees, including those deemed as employed 
under the IR35 legislation being paid directly by the Council, should be paid via payroll to 
enable the correct deductions for tax and NI. Guidance available to managers on Staffnet 
details the required process to assess engagements of potential IR35 workers. 

The Council has a contracted Neutral Vendor who facilitates the majority of engagements of 
agency workers through various employment agencies. Where roles are confirmed as inside 
the legislation and the agency has been informed, under agency rules, the Council is no 
longer responsible for the deductions of tax and NI and therefore carries no risk if payments 
are not made correctly. 

Internal Audit sample tested seven workers out of 230 workers (3%) from the Neutral Vendor 
contract across a range of engagements (self-employed, personal service company, 
partnership and Umbrella Company). The process was operating as intended in all cases, 
with the Council informing the Neutral Vendor of the required treatment of the worker under 
the IR35 legislation mitigating the risk to the Council in all cases. 

An inconsistent approach was taken by service area managers when engaging agency 
workers outside of the Neutral Vendor framework and appropriate assurance of the correct 
payment method was not always obtained. 
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This included not completing the HMRC check to confirm employment status of the worker 
and not gaining assurance that workers were being paid via PAYE where required, 
potentially leaving the Council to be liable for any unpaid tax and NI. 

It has been established that adjustments to the IR35 guide are being made, as confirmed by 
the Category Manager and HR Business Partner, to clarify the role of service area managers 
when acquiring agency staff directly. A recommendation to remind managers of their 
responsibilities in regards to IR35 has been made.

Preventative controls are in place within the Income, Payments and Shopping Team who do 
not process invoices made payable to personal bank accounts without a supporting and 
appropriate HMRC check attached (i.e. indicating tax and NI deductions are not needed). 
However if a payment is made to an intermediary, payments will be processed as the 
Payments Team is unable to determine if they are applicable to IR35, therefore a residual 
risk of payments being made to IR35 workers remains.

The IR35 working group, consisting of employees from Strategic Finance, the BSC and HR 
was created to identify payments across the Council being made consistently to intermediary 
and potential IR35 workers. Monthly monitoring meetings are held in which accumulative 
payments made to a vendor of over £10,000 are assessed against the legislation. Changes 
to the payment method of these vendors are made where necessary.

Conclusion
Engagements of agency or interim staff through the Neutral Vendor framework are effective 
in ensuring that the correct payment method is used in accordance with the IR35 legislation. 
HR gain appropriate assurance in all circumstances that the risk of penalty to the Council is 
being suitably mitigated. 

Due to the decentralised nature of engaging staff outside of the Neutral Vendor framework, 
service area managers are required to comply with the IR35 legislation requirements. 
However, these are not always fully understood, which could lead to inappropriate practices 
being used. Guidance available to service area managers is being updated to further inform 
them of their responsibilities in respect of IR35 engagements. The IR35 working group are 
continuing to monitor and assess the higher risk off-payroll workers.

Management Actions
Management have responded positively to the two recommendations made as part of the 
audit concerning, regular communication to managers regarding their responsibilities for off-
payroll workers, and monitoring of off-payroll workers engaged outside of the Neutral Vendor 
contract to ensure compliance with required processes.
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Service Area: Children and Families

Audit Activity: Missing Children

Background
‘Missing’ is defined as anyone whose whereabouts cannot be established and where the 
circumstances are out of character or the context suggests the person may be the subject of 
crime or at risk of harm to themselves or another.

Section 13 of the Children Act 2004 requires each local authority to establish a Local 
Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB). This guidance has since been superseded by 
“Working together to Safeguard Children 2018”.  A Gloucestershire Safeguarding Children 
Board (GSCB) has been established and provides a multi-agency framework to ensure that 
all agencies in the county work together to safeguard children. The protocol on partnership 
working when children and young people run away and go missing from home or care 
(referred to herein after as the Gloucestershire Protocol) was produced in April 2018 by the 
Missing from Home and Care sub-group of the GSCB.

The job of the authorities is to record and investigate missing person reports in order to work 
to prevent children and young people from being harmed / exploited. In January 2014, the 
Department for Education released new statutory guidance on children who run away or go 
missing from home or care. Local authorities are now required to offer young people 
reported missing an independent return interview (with someone not involved in caring for 
the young person).

Scope
This audit reviewed the GSCB’s Gloucestershire Protocol (including “out of county” children) 
to verify that statutory requirements are included and obtain assurance on the level of 
compliance with the control systems in place, specifically:

 Data is entered on the IT systems;

 Return interviews are being undertaken;

 There is sufficient engagement where required;

 Trigger Plans are put in place, where appropriate; and

 Strategy meetings are held when a child is missing for more than 48 hours or three 
times in 90 days.

Risk Assurance – Substantial

Control Assurance – Satisfactory
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Key Findings
Internal Audit reviewed the Gloucestershire Protocol and found that it included details in line 
with statutory requirements. 
However, although arrangements for out of county children were in place, the 
Gloucestershire Protocol did not fully detail the process for both children placed in other 
counties by Gloucestershire and children placed within Gloucestershire by other local 
authorities. A recommendation was made to update the Gloucestershire Protocol to reflect 
the required process for out of county children.

Currently, out of county children cannot be easily distinguished within LiquidLogic (the 
Children’s Case Management System) and therefore cannot be identified within reports to 
provide specific information. Changes are scheduled for LiquidLogic during June 2019 to 
improve reporting on out of county children. This will enable the Missing Team to ensure that 
the Gloucestershire Protocol is operating as intended for both in county and out of county 
children.

Internal Audit reviewed the arrangements for recording missing episodes within LiquidLogic 
between GCC, Gloucestershire Constabulary and the Youth Support Team (YST). This 
confirmed that appropriate processes are in place and are working effectively. 

Internal Audit found that appropriate monitoring arrangements are in place to provide 
assurance to management on the compliance of return interviews being completed. Suitable 
processes are in place to escalate any cases for which the intended procedures have not 
occurred. Monitoring arrangements include weekly missing meetings with key partners, 
monthly oversight and risk assessment meetings that are ensuring that the correct actions 
are being undertaken for high risk cases. Monthly dip sampling is identifying best practice 
and areas for improvement.

However, Internal Audit found that the current monitoring reports did not include completion 
of strategy meetings. A recommendation was made to include completion of strategy 
meetings within the reports. 

Reports highlighting the completion of return interviews for missing children are produced 
monthly for senior management and quarterly for Ofsted. This data is reported to the GSCB 
as required by statutory guidance to allow for analysis and scrutiny.

Conclusion
The process for ensuring missing children have access to the required resources is well 
defined and in line with statutory requirements. Monitoring arrangements are appropriate 
and provide assurance of compliance with the Gloucestershire Protocol. Improvements to 
LiquidLogic are planned during June 2019 to further enhance the reporting capabilities 
including identifying compliance with procedures for out of county children. 

Management Actions
Management have responded positively to the two recommendations made within the report.
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Summary of Substantial Assurance Opinions on Control

Service Area: Adults

Audit Activity: Mental Health Services

Background
Section 75 partnership agreements, legally provided by the National Health Service (NHS) 
Act 2006, allow budgets to be pooled between the NHS and local authorities. 

Budget pooling is believed to lead to greater integration between health and social care and 
more locally tailored services; and is designed to allow a strategic and more efficient 
approach to commissioning local services across organisations and a basis to form new 
organisational structures that integrate health and social care.

In July 2010 the Gloucestershire County Council Cabinet agreed to the development of a 
Section 75 Agreement for Joint Commissioning of Adult Mental Health Services, to provide a 
legal agreement and framework when working with NHS Gloucestershire Clinical 
Commissioning Group (GCCG).

Gloucestershire County Council Cabinet met on 3rd February 2016 and resolved to enter 
into a new framework Section 75 Agreement with the GCCG. The new agreement was 
signed on 17th May 2016.

The GCCG have contracted the delivery of mental and social health care services, as 
required by the Section 75 Agreement, to the 2gether NHS Foundation Trust (2gNHSFT) 
and include:

 Approved Mental Health Professional service;

 Integrated Mental Health Social Work Service;

 Individual Placement and Support Employment Service; and

 Individual placements – funded by Community Care Budget.

Scope
The objective of this review was to determine whether there are good governance 
arrangements in place for ensuring the effective delivery of the provision of services under 
the Section 75 Agreement for Joint Commissioning of Adult Mental Health Services.

Risk Assurance – Satisfactory

Control Assurance – Substantial
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Key Findings
The Section 75 Agreement clearly documents its governance requirements and states that 
the overall strategic oversight of partnership working between the partners is vested in the 
Health and Wellbeing Board. It also documents that a Joint Commissioning Partnership 
Executive (JCPE) will have specific responsibility for service strategy, commissioning 
intentions, performance management, activity and finance, forward planning and risk 
management.

Internal Audit has reviewed the Terms of Reference for the JCPE and found that it is in line 
with the requirements of Schedule 2 of the Section 75 Agreement, apart from the 
requirements to:

 Review and agree a performance payment protocol, which may no longer be 
relevant; and

 Ensure effective risk management within commissioning activity.

The Council’s funding for mental health services as part of the Section 75 Agreement is 
monitored by the Strategic Finance Business Partner – Adults and Joint Commissioner for 
Mental Health (Adults) and information is cascaded to the JCPE and Contract Management 
Board. In addition, the Adult Social Care Management Team receive a budget monitoring 
report that provides an overview of spend to date and a narrative for any over/under spend. 

The Contract Management Board Terms of Reference clearly state that it is responsible and 
accountable for managing the contractual relationship between the lead commissioner, 
Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group (GCCG) and the provider, 2gNHSFT. 

Through a review of minutes for quarter four 2017/18 Internal Audit is able to confirm that 
finance, quality and escalation reports from the Performance, Finance and Information 
Group and the Clinical Quality Review Group (these are sub groups of the Contract 
Management Board) are presented and discussed.

Conclusion
Internal Audit is pleased to confirm that overall there are good governance arrangements in 
place for ensuring the effective delivery of the provision of services under the Section 75 
Agreement for the Joint Commissioning of Adult Mental Health Services. However there are 
two areas that need attention these being:

 Consideration is given as to whether there is still a requirement for a performance 
payment protocol; and

 Ensuring that there is an effective risk management framework in place to support 
embedding risk management in contractual activities.

Internal Audit has made two recommendations to further strengthen the governance and risk 
management arrangements.
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Management Actions
Management have responded positively to the two recommendations made.

Summary of Consulting Activity, Grant Certification and/or Support Delivered 
where no Opinions are provided

No audit assurance opinions on risk and control are provided in this section as this section 
relates to other audit activity such as statutory Chief Internal Auditor grant certification sign 
off and consultancy work i.e. where internal audit advise management on the risk and control 
environment in relation to new and emerging risks, projects, systems and processes to help 
‘design out’ risk at the developmental stage. 

Service Area: Adults 

Audit Activity: Consultancy - Mental Capacity Assessments

The Mental Capacity Act 2005 (MCA) provides a statutory and quality framework to 
empower and protect some of the most vulnerable people in society.  It makes it clear who 
can take decisions, in which situations, and how they should go about this in respect of 
people who lack capacity to make particular decisions for themselves.  It also enables any 
member of the community to plan for the time when they may lack capacity.

During 2018/19 Internal Audit has provided risk and control advice to the project to assist the 
development of an assurance framework for ensuring that quality MCA2 assessments are 
being undertaken in line with internal and external regulations.

Service Area: Children and Families

Audit Activity: Consultancy - Police and Criminal Evidence Act (PACE) 
Protocols 

Internal Audit has offered advice in support of the development of the revised draft ‘Joint 
Protocol for the Transfer of Young People from Police Custody to Local Authority 
Accommodation’.  The Children and Families Overview and Scrutiny Committee considered 
the protocol on 17 Jan 2019 and additional information is to be added.  Further Internal Audit 
work has been deferred pending the approval and adoption of the protocol and the 
awareness training associated with its implementation.  Once the protocol has been fully 
implemented, Internal Audit will review the effectiveness of the monitoring and reporting 
processes that ensure the protocols objectives are being delivered.    
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Service Area: Grant Certification

Audit Activity: Troubled Families Grant Claim 2

Background
The Families First (payment-by-result) programme was introduced in a renewed drive to help 
improve the outcomes for troubled families. 

The Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) has produced a Financial 
Framework for local authorities. This document makes clear that payment- by-result (PBR) is 
the subject of self-declaration, and therefore the purpose of this audit was to provide 
assurance that the Families First grant conditions and criteria had been met by the families 
to support the PBR grant claim.

Scope
To provide assurance that those families forming the PBR claims made to the date of the 
audit met the criteria and that there was sufficient evidence to support the outcomes 
recorded.  

Key Findings
As at 22nd March 2019 there were 352 PBR claims prepared for submission. The claims 
reviewed related to the period January to March 2019. 

Internal Audit testing was completed on 18 claims (5.11% of the population) to ensure 
appropriate coverage of the eligibility criteria and the six localities. Internal Audit testing 
confirmed:

 The 18 PBR claims sampled met the criteria outlined by the Troubled Families Grant. 

 A total of 352 PBR claims were made in March for the period covering January to 
March 2019.

Conclusion
Internal Audit identified that effective systems and processes are in place for how families, 
their eligibility markers and related outcomes are being collated and verified.  Audit testing 
confirmed the validity of the claims for the sampled cases.

Management Actions
No recommendations were raised.
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Service Area: Adults

Audit Activity: Consultancy - Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DoLS)

Background
Article 5 of the European Convention on Human Rights guarantees an individual’s right to 
their personal liberty and provides that no one should be deprived of their liberty in an 
arbitrary manner. It also requires safeguards to be provided to those deprived of liberty, 
including the right of access to prompt judicial proceedings to challenge the lawfulness of 
their detention. The DoLS is a ‘procedure prescribed by law’.

There have been recent changes affecting the application of DoLS. A Supreme Court 
judgment in 2014 significantly widened the definition of deprivation of liberty, meaning more 
people were subsequently considered to have their liberty deprived which resulted in a 
significant increase in the number of deprivation of liberty applications following the 
judgment. 

In March 2017, the Law Commission published a report and Draft Bill recommending an 
overhaul of the DoLS process, recommending that DoLS are repealed and replaced by a 
new scheme called the Liberty Protection Safeguards, which would streamline the process 
for approving a deprivation of liberty. The Government’s final response, published in March 
2018, broadly accepted the Law Commission’s recommendations and legislation to 
implement the revised model is due to come into force in 2019.

Scope
The original DoLS internal audit planned to review whether the Council has adequate 
arrangements in place for administering the prioritisation of DoLS applications, in order to 
ensure the timely authorisation of DoLS.

Key Findings
Internal Audit commenced a review of the Council’s arrangements for managing/authorising 
DoLS during 2018/19 however, due to the pending reforms to the Mental Capacity 
(Amendment) Bill (July 2018) that seeks to replace DoLS with a new system, known as 
‘Liberty Protection Safeguards’; application of an agile audit approach to delivering the 
objective was used to ensure that the review added value. Outcomes included the provision 
of feedback to management on some suggested improvement areas in relation to:

 Commissioning arrangements for approved doctors under Section 12 of the Mental 
Health Act;

 The authorisation of payments for approved doctors under Section 12 of the Mental 
Health Act; and

 Monitoring records that are maintained to capture the progress of the DoLS referral.
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A more detailed review of this area, post royal assent of the parliamentary bill is to be 
scheduled for completion during 2019/20.

Conclusion
The Liberty Protection Safeguards internal audit is included within the proposed 
Gloucestershire County Council Internal Audit Plan 2019/20.

Summary of Special Investigations/Counter Fraud Activities

Special Investigations/Counter Fraud Activities

The Counter Fraud Team within Internal Audit has received 17 new referrals in 2018/19, to 
date, and also continued to work on 14 cases from previous years. Ten of the brought 
forward cases plus eleven of the new cases referred in 2018/19 have now been completed, 
all but three of which have previously been reported to Audit and Governance Committee. 

The service areas of the cases referred to Internal Audit within 2018/19 to date are 
categorised as follows: Adults (4); Children and Families (7); Council Wide (1); Communities 
and Infrastructure (2); and Core (3). 

The 2018/19 cases closed but not yet reported to Audit and Governance Committee, 
involved concerns raised in respect of the amount of time taken off during term time, by 
teaching staff at a maintained school. It was established that the school had introduced a 
work life balance policy, approved by the school’s Governing Body that enabled staff to take 
time off during term time, although the only member of staff to take advantage of the policy 
was the Headteacher. It was explained to the Chair of Governors the work life balance for 
teachers is included within the Teaching Standards and therefore a separate/additional 
policy was not required. This had been taken out of context as the work life balance element 
was not there for teaching staff to take time off during term time but to ensure that they could 
have evenings and weekends free. The policy has now been removed from this school.  

Another investigation involved therapists, appointed to support adopted children, not 
providing counselling sessions as agreed and paid for. New procedural guidelines have 
been issued to reduce this risk in future and an audit has been included within the 2019/20 
Internal Audit Plan. Repayments of identified overpayments have been requested for 
reimbursement.

The third investigation surrounded internal recruitment and promotion within a service area 
of the Council.  No issues were found as a result of the investigation as the promotions and 
regrading were the result of a restructuring exercise and followed the appropriate GCC 
process.

In respect of the investigation / internal audit reviews into GFRS governance, practices and 
processes please refer to the separate internal audit report presented to the Audit and 
Governance Committee on 12th October 2018 and the subsequent Action Plan progress 
updates that continue to be presented to the Audit and Governance Committee. 
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Previous years’ referrals

Of the 14 cases brought forward ten have been closed, eight of which have previously been 
reported. One of the outstanding cases involved Internal Audit providing consultancy advice 
to Adult Services in relation to a service provider’s charging mechanisms. Another Direct 
payment case has closed due to the unexpected death of the individual being investigated.  

Internal Audit continues to work with the Police and Legal Services on the remaining three 
open cases, all of which relate to direct payment issues. An invoice has been raised for 
£35,608.64 in respect of an overpayment of one of these Direct Payment cases.   

Many of the cases referred to Internal Audit involve intricate detail and Police referral. This 
invariably results in a delay before the investigation can be classed as closed and reported 
to the Audit and Governance Committee.

In addition the Counter Fraud team within Internal Audit are involved in providing advice to 
management on issues / referrals that do not necessarily need a detailed investigation, 
however, supports an enhanced financial control environment.

National Fraud Initiative (NFI)

Internal Audit continues to support the NFI which is a biennial data matching exercise 
administered by the Cabinet Office. The latest data collections were uploaded to the Cabinet 
Office throughout October 2018 and data matching reports are now available for 
investigation. 

The relevant service areas within the Council have been notified that the data matches are 
available for review and several areas have already started to interrogate the information. 
Examples of data sets include insurance, payroll, creditors, pensions, care provision, blue 
badges and concessionary bus passes. 

Not all matches are investigated but where possible all recommended matches are reviewed 
by either Internal Audit or the appropriate service area.


